have beein carried to only the three places givein anid therefore the last place in the atverages is not certaiin. 6 A single case so isolated raises some aininoying statistical problems; it accounts for more than 3 months in the average age of election during the first 60 years and for about 0.3 year in the standard deviation of 10 years for the 224 elected in the whole 90 years. As a matter of fact Chevreul was already distinguished before the Academy was founded; he had been elected a foreign member of the Royal Society in 1826 and had received its Copley medal in 1857.
7 The distribution of the 49 foreign associates of the Academy oln July 1, 1953, by residence is: England, 17 (31%); France and Denmark, 4 each; Netherlands and Switzerland, 3 each; Canada, Germany, Norway, Russia, Scotland, and Sweden, 2 each; Argentina, Belgium, Finland, Italy, Japan, and Mexico, 1 each; and 2 are resident in the United States, of whom 1 was elected from China and 1 from England. How clifferent was the distribution reported on our fiftieth anniversary! Of a total then of 38 we find: Germany 14 (37%); Enigland, 9; Netherlands, 3; France, Russia, and Sweden, 2 each; Austria, Italy, Norway, Scotland, South Africa, and Switzerland, 1 each.
8 Proceedings of the Royal Society of London, A184, 464-477 (1945) . 9 It will not do to assume that because 15.6 is greater than 14.1 our foreign associates had lower expectancies than the fellows of the Royal Society without examining the corrections analogous to Sheppard's which might have to be applied; but the examination seems unnecessary for our immediate purposes.
ERRATA: LINEAR PARABOLIC DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS OF ARBITRARY ORDER; GENERAL BOUNDARY-VALUE PROBLEMS FOR ELLIPTIC EQ UA TIONS
In the article of the above title appearing in these PROCEEDINGS 39, 185-190 (1953) , the following corrections should be made:
(1) Line 9, page 189, should read "Hb' as the completion of Hb with respect to f l and Hb as the subset of Hb' n C2m(D) for which (A) holds for every VeH9b.
(2) The close relation between the theories of elliptic and parabolic partial differential equations has long been familiar to mathematicians who have worked with either. The simplest instances appear in the method of separation of variables and in the fact that limits as t + + of solutions of parabolic equations, if such limits exist, must be solutions of elliptic equations. The first purpase of this note is to substantiate this relationship by deriving from the author's results on linear elliptic equations,' a general existence and differentiability theorem for the solutions of the mixed.initial-boundary value problem for a broad class of linear parabolic equations of arbitrary order.2 Our second purpose is to outline some .theorems concerning a more general class of boundary value problems for* linear elliptic equations of arbitrary order established by the author previously for the Dirichlet problem-the Fredholm alternative, complete continuity of the inverse of the differential operator, completeness of the eigenfun-tions for self-adjoint operators, semi-boundedness, and existence of a "Green's function" integral operator representation for the inverse. Our results may be generalized to a large class of elliptic systems of differential equations. A detailed exposition of our results for this general case will appear in the near future.' (B)r. Gr(-, z), 6GI/azj (-, z) +co, uniformly for z in the neighborhood of a point zo in D and for t in a neighborhood of to bounded away from zero. Therefore u,(x, t), its derivatives with respect to t, a (8ft ), and its derivatives with respect to t converge uniformly to u and its corresponding derivatives, which exist and are au continuous in x and t. Therefore It has been shown by M. Loevel (and perhaps had been anticipated by ol6Ymogoroff"y that if a random point function x(t) on an arbitrary t-set T has finite first and second moments then there exists on T another such function x°(t) which has the same first and second moments and is Gaussian as well; the latter meaning that for any points t1, . . ., tk in T the joint distribution function of the k random variables xi = x°(tj), j = 1,... ,k, is a Gaussian one, "regular" or "singular."
We will make two remarks to this theorem. We will extend it to stochastic processes other and more general than are random point functions; and we will also establish it for certain processes for which the second mo-
